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Abstract  

Cantilever is a rigid structural element anchored at one end and it carries the load it is subjected to the 

support where it is forced against by a moment and shear stress. Understanding the permissible load of 

different beams, the effect of beam material on deflection of beam as well as the effect of beam geometry of 

beam bending has been a challenge in the laboratory and workshops, however, this research aims at 

fabricating the deflection of the beam frame made of different materials. In order to achieve this, the 

deflection gauge was calibrated to ascertain its accuracy, then the beam was clamped in a support. 

Theoretical and experimental results were compared to check the accuracy of the fabricated frame. Finally, 

graphs were drawn between deflections and applied loads. The results obtained have shown that equipment 

can be improvised where not available  
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Introduction 

In 2012, Bansal described a beam as a structural element used to support heavy loads in different structures. 

Beam in any structure, bears huge load which tries to bend the beam while the beam supports the structure by 

resisting the bending produce by the load. The ability of the beam to resist the load depends on the type of 

beam, material of beam and shape of beam (Timoshenko, 1940). There are several various types of beams, 

but each of these beams can have many different shapes and can be of just about any material. 

 

Simple supported beam: Simple supported beam is one which has support at its both ends but does not face 

any moving resistance, Fixed beam: Like simple supported beam fixed also has support at its both ends but 

fixed beam has moving resistance, Over hanging beam: Over hanging beam also have support at both of its 

ends like simple supported beam but one of its ends is free and extended further from the end support, 

Double over hanging beam: Double over hanging beam is just like over-hanging beam, the only difference is 

that it’s both ends are extended beyond the end support, Continuous beam: Continuous beam is one which 

has large length and it is supported by more than two supports, Cantilever beam: Cantilever beam is one 

which has its one end fixed and another end is free to vibrate, Trussed beam: Trussed beam is a special type 

of beam which has increased strength due to additional rods and cables in beam. 

 

However, for this fabrication, a cantilever will be fabricated, and two types of materials will be used as 

beam. Talking about the material of the beam, in this fabrication and laboratory experiment two materials 

steel and wood will be discussed. 

 

Design Analysis 

 

 
Figure 1: what to be fabricated and coupled to have the cantilever beam frame 
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Elastic Modulus 

Elastic modulus is the mechanical property of material which is the ratio of tensile stress and strain. Greater 

the value of the elastic modulus stiffer the material is and lower value of elastic modulus means the material 

deflect a lot at small stresses, M. F. Ashby (2010). 

E =  …………………………………………. (1) 

Where  

E is the Elastic modulus 

σ = stress 

ε = strain 

 

Deflection 

According to John Case (1999) when a body is under stress, then that stress tries to change its shape and 

dimensions. Change is shape of the body is called deflection and change in the dimensions is called strain. 

Following is the equation which can be used for calculating deflection in beams 

 δ =  ………………………………………… (2) 

Where 

F is the force 

L is length of beam 

K is constant based on the position 

E is elastic modulus 

I = second moment of area 

 

Permissible Load 

Permissible load is the maximum amount of load which can be applied in the on to the beam it is also called 

the allowable load (Ferdinand Beer 2012). This load shows the strength of any beam with respect of the load 

applied on it. It is very important to calculate the permissible load of all the beams in order to get a safe 

structure. According to him, permissible load can be calculated with the help of Flexure formula whose 

equation is as follow 

σ =  …………………………………………. (3) 

 

σ =  ……………………………………… (4) 

Where 

F is the permissible load  

σ is the maximum value of stresses for material yield strength 

x is the distance from the fixed point of beam to point of application of load 

y is the Distance from the neutral axis to the point of interest 

I is second moment of inertia or area 

 

Cantilever Beam Deflection 

Cantilever beams are special types of beams that are constrained by only one support, as seen in the above 

example. These members would naturally deflect more as they are only supported at one end. To calculate 

the deflection of cantilever beam you can use the below equation,  

where W is the force at the end point, L is the length of the cantilever beam, E = Young’s Modulus and I = 

Moment of Inertia. 

Cantilever Beam equations can be calculated from the following formulae, where: 

W = Load 

L = Member Length 

E = Young’s Modulus 

I = the beam’s Moment of Inertia 

The maximum deflection in cantilever beam of span “L” m and loading at free end is “W” in KN.  

Maximum deflection occurs at free end distance between center of gravity of bending moment diagram and  

free end is x =  …………………………………………. (5) 

Maximum deflection (y) =  =   …………….……………. (6) 
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Methodology 

 

The deflection gauge was calibrated to ascertain its accuracy. Then the beam was clamped in a support. The 

initial value of deflection with hanger on the beam was measured and reset to zero on the deflection gauge. 

The load of 100g was applied and the value of deflection for each increment was taken. The experiment was 

repeated for another material used as beam and the deflection value was noted. 

 
Figure 2: Assemblage parts of the Frame 

 

 
Figure 3: Loading Action 
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Material Selection 

The Material selection was done with due consideration for the following factors, availability, cost, strength, 

resistance to wear and tear and resistance to corrosion. The two materials considered for this project are 

wood and stainless steel due to their strength and cost. Wood and steel are readily available and posses a high 

resistance to corrosion.  

 

Result 

 

The figure below shows the deflection of the two materials when used to indicate the difference in their 

individual behaviour.   

 

 
Figure 4: Deflection of Two of the cantilever beam materials. 

Discussion  

Two different experiments were performed to study and understand the deflection of cantilever beam and 

results are being shown in table and graph in result section. Now each graph will be discussed here. First 

graphs for simple supported beam made of brass and the values show a liner relation between load and 

displacement in ½ spans and ¼ spans. Values of the displacement of beam for steel is greater than wood 

because according to (Kenneth, 2010) steel is more ductile than wood have lower value of elastic modulus. 

According James M. Gere (n.d) to the equation of deflection, second moment of inertia of the beam which is 

the property of the beam related to its shape and dimension has very important role in deflection of beam. 

Beam with high value of second moment of inertia or second moment of area will show less deflection and 

beam with low value of second moment of inertia will show larger deflection. From this it can be concluded 

that the second moment of inertia is property of beam which resist the bending or deflection of beam. 

(Higgins, 1994) explained that there is a great different in values of elastic modulus, which shows that there 

are some errors in the experiment and those errors needed to discussed in order to get accurate values for 

elastic modulus. Error in apparatus which is also known as instrument error can easily be find out by 

repeating a certain experiment over and over again if all experiment show inaccurate value means apparatus 

has some errors. It can be removed by calibrating it with a good standard apparatus. Personal error can find 

out by repeating the experiment with some experience person and can be removed by practices. 

 

Conclusion 

From these experiments it can be concluded that the deflection in a beam under a constant force depends on 

its type, shape, material as well as the point the force was applied. Furthermore, the experimental elastic 

modulus of same material is different in every case and also depends on the beam type, shape and point of 

loading. 
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